
 

 

  

On a Knife Edge... 
 
You are now going to take the same rectangles you have 
been working with and perform the amazing feat of balancing 
them on a knife edge using only your powers of mathematical 
deduction. 
 
OK, so it’s a ruler, not a knife and you are allowed a bit of trial 
and error, but you will need to do some calculations to predict 
where it will balance before trying it.  

 

Finding the Centre of Mass of an object 

If you start with one of the rectangles, I’m sure you will be 
able to work out pretty quickly where you need to draw the 
line on which you can balance it. 
 
Have a go now, just to be sure. 
 
Set up your “knife edge” by getting two big pieces of blu-
tac and setting your ruler in it. 
 
The rule is - you need to draw the line on the shape 
BEFORE you try to balance it. The line you are drawing goes through the centre of mass.  Can 
you find a different line to intersect with your first line to find the actual centre of mass? 
 
What is special about the centre of mass? 
 
 
Irregular 2D shapes 
 
OK, that was pretty easy, right?  Let’s try making this a bit more 
A Level! 
 
Using the sellotape, join two shapes together to form an 
irregular 2D shape.  You chose which shapes and how you are 
going to do it.  e.g.: 
 
So, where do you think the line will be this time?  
Work it out in your groups, and remember, we want to see you 
drawing the line on the shape before you test it. 
 
  



 
Notes: 
 
Equipment needed for each pair of students: 
 
15cm Ruler 
Blu-tac 
Sellotape 
 
 
Each pair of students will have the following shapes: 
 
4cm x 4cm  3 shapes: 
8cmx4cm  1 shape: 
8cmx8cm  1 shape: 
12cmx4cm  1 shape: 
 


